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ABSTRACT

As the most popular blockchain that supports smart contracts,

there are already more than 296 thousand kinds of cryptocurrencies

built on Ethereum. However, not all cryptocurrencies can be con-

trolled by users. For example, some money is permanently locked in

wallets’ accounts due to attacks. In this paper, we conduct the first
systematic investigation on locked cryptocurrencies in Ethereum.

In particular, we define three categories of accounts with locked

cryptocurrencies and develop a novel tool named Clue to discover

them. Results show that there are more than 216 million dollars

value of cryptocurrencies locked in Ethereum. We also analyze the

reasons (i.e., attacks/behaviors) why cryptocurrencies are locked.

Because the locked cryptocurrencies can never be controlled by

users, avoid interacting with the accounts discovered by Clue and

repeating the same mistakes again can help users to save money.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Distributed systems security;

Software security engineering; • Software and its engineer-

ing → Software usability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the most popular blockchain that supports smart contracts,

there are many kinds of contract-based cryptocurrencies built in

Ethereum. Apart from ETH, which is the native cryptocurrency

of Ethereum, more than 296 thousand cryptocurrency contracts

are deployed in Ethereum [1]. These cryptocurrencies have high

market capitalization. For example, the ETH has a total value of

about 20 billion dollars [2], and USDT has a total value of more than

four billion dollars [3]. Note that all the cryptocurrencies’ prices in

this paper are based on statistics in September, 2020 [1].

However, not all cryptocurrencies can be controlled by users.

Actually, much value of cryptocurrency is permanently locked in

some accounts. For example, the attacker escalated his privilege

and destructed Parity’s multi-sig library contract in 2017 [4], which

locked all the ETH stored in Parity wallet accounts. Through our

analysis, there are 203 wallet accounts with more than 515,035

locked ETH, which is worth more than 192 million dollars. Many

users still sent cryptocurrencies to the attacked wallet accounts,

leading more money permanently lost. If the accounts with locked

cryptocurrencies can be detected and alerted in time, users can

reduce their economic losses.

Unfortunately, there still lacks systematic research on the locked

cryptocurrencies in Ethereum. To fill this gap, we propose and

develop a novel tool named Clue (disCovering Locked cryptocUr-

rency in Ethereum), which can discover three categories of accounts

with more than 216 million dollars value of locked cryptocurrencies.

In particular, we discover two categories of contract accounts with

locked cryptocurrencies due to contract destruction or attacks, and

one category of EOAs (Externally Owned Accounts) with locked

cryptocurrencies due to users’ unreasonable behaviors. Note that

calling to accounts with locked cryptocurrencies not only wastes

system computation resources, but also wastes users’ money.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, we conduct the first research
that systematically analyzes locked cryptocurrencies in Ethereum.

We propose and define three categories of accounts with locked

cryptocurrencies, i.e., one kind of EOAs and two kinds of smart

contract accounts.
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(2) We implement a tool named Clue to detect each category

of accounts with locked cryptocurrencies. For smart contract ac-

counts, we analyze their account states in StateDB and analyze their

historical transactions, to discover destructed contracts. Leveraging

symbolic execution, we analyze the runtime bytecodes of smart

contracts to discover attacked Parity wallet contracts. For EOAs,

we mainly use account state analysis and transaction analysis to

detect contract-creation failure EOAs.

(3) We analyze the attacks/behaviors related to the discovered

locked cryptocurrencies, which can explain why they are locked

and help users to save money. We also conduct experiments to eval-

uate its quantity and accuracy. A total of 216,186,551.12$ value of

cryptocurrencies are discovered by Clue, and all of the discovered

cryptocurrencies are permanently locked in Ethereum.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

Ethereum: Ethereum is the most popular blockchain system

that supports smart contracts [5]. There are two kinds of accounts

in Ethereum, i.e., EOA and contract account [6]. EOA is controlled

by user through its private key, which does not store any code.

Contract account is created by EOA or another contract, which

stores the runtime bytecodes of the contract. Smart contract is a

program deployed and executed in blockchain [7]. Every node in

Ethereum runs an EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) and the run-

time bytecodes are executed in the EVM. When a user calls the

smart contract, he/she needs to send transaction with gas to the ad-

dress of the target contract [8]. Every operation of contract runtime

bytecodes consumes specific amount of gas when they are executed

in the EVM [9]. Developers/users can also destruct the deployed

smart contract through executing SELFDESTRUCT operation [10].

Cryptocurrency: Cryptocurrency is digital assets based on

blockchain techniques [11]. There are two categories of cryptocur-

rencies in Ethereum, i.e., ETH and CBC (Contract-Based Cryp-

tocurrency) [11]. ETH is the native cryptocurrency of Ethereum.

Apart from ETH, there are many other kinds of cryptocurrencies

based on contracts, and ERC20 is the most popular standard of

CBC [6]. All the CBC analyzed in this paper are compliant with

ERC20. Both EOA and contract account can hold cryptocurrency.

EOA can transfer out ETH by initiating transactions from it, and

contract can transfer out ETH by executing specific operations

(e.g., CALL, SELFDESTRUCT). Note that accounts can only transfer

out their CBC by calling the corresponding ERC20-based smart

contract. The ERC20 standard provides some basic functions and

events that must be implemented of CBC in Ethereum. If the user

𝑈𝑎 wants to transfer out CBC, 𝑈𝑎 can call transfer(). Further-
more, the user𝑈𝑎 can authorize another account𝑈𝑏 to transfer out

CBC through calling transferFrom(). Before𝑈𝑏 transfers out𝑈𝑎 ’s

CBC,𝑈𝑎 must authorize the account𝑈𝑏 through calling approve().
Account State: Every account in Ethereum has four state fields

stored in StateDB (State DataBase) [4]. For each account 𝑎, we

mainly analyze three fields. Code 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑐 stores the smart contract’s

runtime bytecodes, which is empty if 𝑎 is an EOA. Balance 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑏
stores the ETH balance value (in Wei) of the account. Nonce 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑛
stores the number of transactions sent from EOA, or the number of

contracts created by contract account.

Related Work: Chen et al. [12] detected Ponzi schemes, which

are classic frauds and might cheat users’ ETH. They built a classifi-

cation model to detect latent Ponzi schemes by using data mining

and machine learning methods. Cheng et al. [13] analyzed the at-

tack that steals cryptocurrencies exploiting unprotected JSON-RPC

endpoints. They designed and implemented a honeypot that could

capture real attacks in the wild. Ji et al. [14] implemented a tool

named Deposafe to detect and exploit the fake deposit vulnerabil-

ity in ERC-20 tokens. However, all of the above work analyzed the

cryptocurrencies illegally possessed by criminals, and they did not

analyze locked cryptocurrencies that does not belong to anyone.

[15] measured the network properties and structures of ERC20

smart contracts, and [11] analyzed inconsistent behaviors in ERC20

smart contracts. However, they focused on analyzing the smart

contracts’ implementations and invocations, whose purposes differ

from ours. There are some other work analyzed cryptocurrencies

in Ethereum [16] or other blockchains [17].

3 LOCKED CRYPTOCURRENCIES

Destructed Contract: In Ethereum, the smart contract can be

destructed and transfer out all its stored ETH through executing

the SELFDESTRUCT operation. After destruction, the smart contract

account will be deleted from StateDB. However, some users may

not know in time of the smart contract’s destruction and still send

ETH/CBC to it, which leads to the sent ETH/CBC be locked. After

sending ETH to the destructed smart contract account, the contract

account with the same address before destruction will be created

again in the StateDB. For the CBC held by the destructed contract

account, most of it will also be permanently locked. Because the

destructed contract account stores no runtime bytecodes, it cannot

send out transaction. Therefore, the destructed contract account

cannot transfer out its CBC through calling transfer() function,
or authorize another account to transfer out its CBC through calling

the transferFrom() function. Above all, all the ETH and most of

the CBC held by the destructed contract accounts are permanently

locked in Ethereum. For example, one smart contract named In-

sightsnetworkcontributions (Address: 0x97eC9BFb...) is discov-

ered by Clue as destructed contract with locked cryptocurrencies.

It has been transferred more than 208 ETH after its destruction,

which is worth more than 79 thousand dollars.

Attacked Parity Contract: In 2017, the attacker escalated his

privilege and destructed the multi-sig library of Parity wallets,

leading to all the ETH and most of the CBC held by wallet con-

tracts that depend on the library locked permanently [4]. The

attacker destructed the wallets’ library in the following process.

First, the attacker called the library’s functions initWallet()
and initMultiowned() through the fallback function, to escalate

his/her privilege. Second, the attacker destructed the library con-

tract through calling function kill(). After the library’s destruc-
tion, all the wallet contracts can no longer call the library and

executing its functions. Therefore, all the ETH stored in the at-

tacked Parity wallet contracts is permanently locked. Furthermore,

all the CBC held by the attacked wallet contracts is also locked. This

is because the wallet contract cannot call the ERC20 contracts. For

example, one attacked Parity wallet contract (Address: 0x0da3cB30.

..) discovered by Clue stores 2,576.35ETH. After the attack, there

https://etherscan.io/address/0x97eC9BFb0F6672C358620615a1E4dE0348Aea05c
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0da3cB3046F72fcbb49edF01B04AB6efc6C0D8DC
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0da3cB3046F72fcbb49edF01B04AB6efc6C0D8DC
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Figure 1: Overview of Clue’s architecture. There are mainly two modules in Clue: detection of locked cryptocurrencies in

contract and detection of locked cryptocurrencies in EOA.

were 17.88ETH transferred to this wallet contract. Furthermore,

there is also 2.09$ value of CBC locked in it. If these wallet accounts

with locked cryptocurrencies can be detected and alerted in time,

the users might no longer transfer cryptocurrencies to it, which

can help users to save money.

Contract-creation Failure EOA: When the user deploys a

smart contract in Ethereum, he/she will still receive one fake con-

tract address if the contract-creation fails. Indeed, the received

contract address does not exist in StateDB just after the contract-

creation failure. However, some users might wrongly ignore the fail-

ure message and still transfer cryptocurrencies to the fake contract

address, leading to cryptocurrencies locked permanently. Because

the address with locked cryptocurrencies never stores code, we

classify it as EOA. For Example, one EOA (Address: 0x5488b0a0...)

discovered by Clue locks 19 ETH in value of ~7,088.71 dollars and
some CBC in value about seven dollars. After the user encountered

an out-of-gas error during contract-creation, he still called the fake

contract address three times.

4 CLUE

The overview of Clue’s architecture is shown in Figure 1, which

mainly consists of two modules: (1) Locked cryptocurrencies in

contracts. For destructed contract, we debug accounts’ historical

transactions and detect destructed contracts through transaction

trace analysis and balance analysis. For attacked Parity contract, we

statically analyze contracts’ runtime bytecodes and detect wallet

contracts through symbolic execution. (2) Locked cryptocurren-

cies in EOAs. We export sensitive EOAs from StateDB and detect

contract-creation failure accounts with locked cryptocurrencies

through transaction and balance analysis.

Detection of Destructed Contracts: The detection of de-

structed contracts with locked cryptocurrencies is divided into

four steps. First, for accounts stored in the StateDB, we de-

bug their historical external transactions through Geth API

debug.traceTransaction(). From the execution trace of the

external transaction, we analyze whether it ever executed the

SELFDESTRUCT operation, which is used for destructing the con-

tract account. Second, for the external transaction that executed

SELFDESTRUCT, we leverage Ethereum RPC API to get the de-

tailed information of the transaction. Because the execution of

SELFDESTRUCT will produce internal transaction, we get the de-

tailed information of the internal transaction according to the hash

of external transaction. Third, leveraging the transaction’s execu-

tion trace and detailed information, we analyze the specific address

of the destructed contract account. If the type field of one internal

transaction is “suicide”, we can conclude that it is used for destruc-
ting the contract account. Then we export the sender address of the

internal transaction, which is the address of destructed contract.

Fourth, we analyze ETH/CBC balance of the destructed contract

through Ethereum RPC-APIs. At last, the destructed contracts with

locked cryptocurrencies can be discovered.

Detection of Attacked Parity Contracts: The detection of at-

tacked Parity contracts with locked cryptocurrencies is divided into

four steps. First, for contract accounts stored in the StateDB, we ex-

port their runtime bytecodes from the code field 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑐 . Second, we
statically analyze the bytecodes. In particular, we use Disasm [18]

to disassemble the runtime bytecodes and detect hardcoded Parity

library pattern. Third, we leverage symbolic execution techniques

to analyze the runtime bytecodes with the hardcode pattern. We

use Oyente [19] as the symbolic execution engine. During the

symbolic execution process of runtime bytecodes, we monitor the

external call related operations. If we encounter external call oper-

ation’s execution, we analyze its second operand 𝑃𝑎 , which is used

for the target address of the external call. If 𝑃𝑎 is a real value and

equals with the hardcoded Parity library’s address, we can conclude

that the corresponding analyzed contract account is an attacked

Parity contract. Furthermore, the attacked Parity contract cannot

call ERC20 contracts to transfer out its CBC. This is because 𝑃𝑎
does not equal with ERC20 contracts’ addresses or associated with

transaction’s input data. Fourth, we analyze the ETH/CBC balances

for the detected contracts in the third step.

Detection of Contract-creation Failure EOAs: We leverage

account state analysis and transaction analysis to detect contract-

creation failure EOAs with locked cryptocurrencies, which is di-

vided into three steps. First, we traverse the StateDB and filter out

sensitive EOAs. The sensitive EOAs have the following state fea-

tures: nonce 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑛 is zero, and code 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑐 is empty. The sensitive

EOAs with these features never send out any transaction. 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑐
field is empty indicates that the account 𝑎 is an EOA. For an EOA,

its 𝜎 [𝑎]𝑛 field stores the number of transactions sent from it. Sec-

ond, leveraging Ethereum RPC-API, we fetch and analyze sensitive

EOA’s oldest transaction, to verify that it encountered an error

https://etherscan.io/address/0x5488b0a000843dc54b0e541dfb75c2927f92adc8
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and returned a smart contract address. As described in Section 3,

the contract-creation transaction will also return a fake contract

address when it fails with errors. Third, we analyze ETH/CBC bal-

ance of the detected EOAs in the second step through Ethereum

RPC-APIs. At last, contract-creation failure accounts with locked

cryptocurrencies can be discovered.

5 EVALUATION

We carry out experiments to answer the following research ques-

tions: RQ1 (Quantity): How much value of locked cryptocurrencies

can be detected by Clue? RQ2 (Accuracy): To what extent can Clue

accurately discover locked cryptocurrencies?

Table 1: Statistics of locked cryptocurrencies and related ac-

counts detected through Clue. (❍: discovered candidate ac-

counts. ●: accounts with locked cryptocurrencies.)

Category Discovered account Locked ETH Locked CBC

Destructed contract 5,916,076❍ | 173● 123,841.02$ 25,036,305.09$

Attacked Parity contract 658❍ | 203● 190,060,328.19$ 950,380.79$

Contract-creation failure EOA 3,720❍ | 191● 15,640.76$ 55.27$

Total 5,920,454❍ | 567● 190,199,809.97$ 25,986,741.15$

RQ1 Quantity:We evaluate the quantity of locked cryptocur-

rencies detected by Clue, whose statistics are shown in Table 1.

Applying Clue to all Ethereum StateDB data, we totally discover

216,186,551.12$ value of locked cryptocurrencies. The related ac-

counts’ addresses for each category and analyzed transaction data

are published on https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/11605296. For

the destructed contracts, many of them were created due to DoS

attacks [20]. The attacker created large amount of smart contracts

and destructed them through SELFDESTRUCT operation. Most of

these destructed contracts are not called any more by normal users.

Therefore, most of the destructed contracts do not lock any cryp-

tocurrency. For the attacked Parity contracts, we totally discover

658 related accounts, while Etherscan only tags 153 of them. For

contract-creation failure EOAs, their locked cryptocurrencies’ value

is small, because users might stop calling these accounts after they

realize the contract-creation failure. The locked CBC of destructed

contracts does not be transferred out during contracts’ destruc-

tion, which leads to more locked CBC than ETH. Furthermore, all

these detected accounts might lock more cryptocurrencies with

Ethereum’s running, and we also plan to measure locked cryptocur-

rencies’ time accumulation in our future work. Answer to RQ1:

For the proposed three kinds of Ethereum accounts, we totally

discover 216,186,551.12$ value of cryptocurrencies locked in them.

RQ2 Accuracy: For destructed contracts, we check all the 173

discovered accounts through Etherscan. All of them have been

tagged “Self-Destruct”, and they all have more than zero value of

ETH/CBC. Furthermore, there is no ETH/CBC transferred out af-

ter their destruction. Similarly, all the 203 attacked Parity wallets

have more than zero value of ETH/CBC, and their ETH/CBC never

be transferred out after the Parity attack (Transaction hash: 0x

47f7cff7...). In addition, we decompile these contracts leveraging

Panoramix [21], and they all call the attacked Parity wallets’ library.

For the contract-creation failure accounts, we check all the 191 dis-

covered accounts that lock cryptocurrencies through Etherscan.

All of these accounts encountered errors during contract-creation,

and they all have more than zero value of ETH/CBC. Also, their

ETH/CBC is never transferred out. Answer to RQ2: 100% of the

567 accounts discovered by Clue store cryptocurrencies, and all of

these cryptocurrencies are locked permanently.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion:We propose and detect three categories of accounts

with locked cryptocurrencies in Ethereum, while there might also

exist other categories. In our future work, we plan to analyze more

categories of accounts with locked cryptocurrencies. We run Clue

on all the Ethereum accounts’ data. Although the number of discov-

ered accounts with locked cryptocurrencies is small (i.e., 567), the

value of locked cryptocurrencies is great. To the best of our knowl-

edge, there is still no research of how many accounts with locked

cryptocurrencies exist in Ethereum, and our work fills this gap. In

other blockchain systems (e.g., Bitcoin, EOS), there might also exist

locked cryptocurrencies. We plan to detect more cryptocurrencies

in other blockchain systems in future work.

Conclusion: In this paper, we analyzed cryptocurrencies locked

permanently in Ethereum. We defined three categories of accounts

with locked cryptocurrencies and implemented a tool named Clue,

which discovered more than 216 million dollars value of locked

cryptocurrencies. We also analyzed why these cryptocurrencies are

locked, which can help users/developers to avoid losing money.
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